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Summary
Global warming is a phenomenon with worldwide impacts and consequences. IPCC and
various other internationally reputable organisations have provided evidence in support
of warming temperature trends(IPCC 5th assessment report;IPCC 2014:47;NOAA
Global climate change indicators,NASA GISTEMPv4)). However, most research on
temperature changes are based on large scale measurements of countries,continents
and global variations. The present research investigates the trend in temperatures in a
single city: Jaipur(26° 55' N 75° 52' E) by analysing temperature variation within a single
month (July) as well as the variation in pattern of temperature in July over a period of
eleven years using first hand measurements as well as database averages. The
findings of this study would help contextualize the variations of temperature within a city
to changes of global temperature trend to answer the question: Is July temperature in
Jaipur warmer than the average? The results demonstrate a cooling trend in July
temperature over the period of eleven years and a cooling pattern of July temperature in
2021. Our work suggests that variation in temperature over a short time period is not
definite and without a predictable pattern and the cooling temperature trend calls for
further research to assess the implications of anthropogenic aerosols on Indian
monsoon and other possible explanations of the observed trends in temperature.

Introduction
According to the IPCC 5th assessment report, warming of the climate system is
unequivocal. The IPCC special report on climate change and land also states that the
average temperature overland between 2006-2015 was 1.58 ◦C higher than for the
period 1850-1900, and 0.66◦C larger than the equivalent global mean temperature
change. Additionally, the planet's average surface temperature has risen about 1.18 ◦C
since late 19th century(NASA) which was driven largely by carbon dioxide emissions
and other anthropogenic activities((IPCC 2014:47);Gaffney and Steffen,2017; Gabriele
C Hegerl et al 2019;A. De Matteis,2017)). .As a result of this increase in global
temperature,2016 and 2020 are tied for the warmest years on record(NOAA Global
climate change indicators,NASA GISTEMPv4, HadCRUT, Global Temperature
Dataset))
The IPCC report in 2013 states that “since the 1950s,many of the observed changes
are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have
warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, sea level has risen and the
concentration of greenhouse gases have increased” (Watts et al.2015)
The impact of climate change spans from its effect on the earth's biodiversity in terms of
species abundances and distributions, habitats and composition and the functioning of
the ecosystem(Biodiversity and Climate Change: Transforming the Biosphere;Nunez
aet al,2019;ALINY P. F. PIRES ET AL 2018) to adverse effects on urban structures
(Gonzalez et al. 2013) by the rise in sea level and intensity of storms (Grimmond et
al.2011). Moreover, the increase in temperature due to climate change is also
associated with human health losses and these losses are relatively pronounced in
poorer countries(Meierrieks,2020). Climate change has led to an increase in prevalence
of immunologic diseases and worsended respiratory allergic diseases as well (Katelaris
& Beggs 2017;Ray& Ming 2020).
In India, one can expect more extreme rainfalls, longer dry spells,higher sea levels, and
more severe heat waves in the future. Climate change will also have a more
pronounced effect on India as compared to other countries due to the higher population
density,larger spatial and temporal variability of rainfall and more poor people who are
susceptible to climate variability(Srinivasan 2019). Moreover, changing climate would
also lead to increased frequency and duration of heat stress that has been the cause of
thousands of deaths in India in recent years(Rohini et al. 2016) as well as the reduction
in irrigated rice yields by 10-15% and wheat yield by 22% by the end of the 21st

Century(Soora et al. 2013; Birthal PS et al.2014). Additionally, there could be adverse
impacts generated from extreme events like heat stress and climate related
diseases.Diarrhea incidence in North India is projected to rise by 13% by the
2040s(Moors E et al. 2013). Malaria transmission window is also expected to expand in
the North and Northeast(Dhiman et al. 2010).
Arid region of western part of India is under threat due to severe droughts, irregularity of
rainfall and severe climatic characteristics(Jain et al,2013). Rajasthan, which lies in the
Northwestern part of India, also has the maximum probability of occurrence of drought
(Mall et al,2006). And as it is predicted by many GCMs(Global Climate Models) the
frequency and magnitude of extreme events will be aggravated under climate change in
the future (Chen et al,2011. IPCC;2014. Siliverstovs et al,2010). Additionally, Pingale et
al,2014 observed both positive and negative trends in mean and extreme events of
rainfall and temperature in the urban center of Rajasthan State. The minimum and
maximum temperature showed significant increasing warming trends on a seasonal
scale in the region. Sharma et al 2017 has also predicted via temperature model for
Rajasthan that the average mean temperature for the period of 2011-2040 ie. 26.5 °C
would be highest in a region which includes Jaipur, Nagaur, Bikaner, Bans-wara,
Jhalawar and Jodhpur.
It can be interpreted from the findings of A. Mathew et al 2018 that there is a continuous
increase in land surface temperature of Jaipur city and the gradient between hotspot
and area surrounding it is falling ie. more and more areas are experiencing
temperatures closer to that of the hotspot. Additionally, according to Chandra et al 2018,
there is less change in extreme temperature range but more area increase in mean
temperature(30-35 °C).
This research aims to determine the trend in July temperature over the period of 2009 to
2020 in Jaipur and whether the July temperature in 2021 is higher or lower than the
average temperature of those years. Moreover, the study will assess whether the 2021
July temperature at 6PM over a period of 16 days will follow the trend of the July
temperature over the same period of days from 2009-2020 given that various studies
and models (Sharma et al 2017; A. Mathew et al 2018; Chandra et at 2018) have
predicted warmer temperatures in the city of Jaipur and the state of Rajasthan.
Furthermore, this study will determine the associated consequences and potential
solutions to global warming.
Methodology
To compare the July temperature in 2021 to July temperature from 2009-2020,
secondary data was collected from Worldweatheronline. For each day in July, the
maximum temperature and the minimum temperature of the day was identified. This
was then calculated into the average temperature per day in July. The average of the
maximum and minimum temperatures of each day in July was calculated and average
of these daily measurements were used to create an average temperature for the month

of July in each year between 2009 and 2021.Graph of data collected then allowed for
comparison between the selected years.
To determine whether temperatures measured at 26°52'07.0"N 75°45'52.5"E at 18:00
from July 14th to 31st are higher or lower than the average temperature at 18.00 from
2009 to 2020, primary data was collected and compared to secondary data from
Worldweatheronline. Measurements were taken using a digital thermometer with
measurement accuracy of ±1 °c. The reading is taken approximately 2 metres away
from any building to minimise the effect of radiation. Moreover, to ensure that the
thermometer is not in direct contact with sunlight, frost or rain, the readings were taken
in a shaded area. For each reading, the thermometer was allowed to adjust to sudden
temperature change for 2 minutes and was kept 5 feet above the ground. Graph of
average temperature per day of July 2009 to 2020 was compared to the temperature
measured for each day in July 2021.

Results

Figure 1.Graph of average July temperature at 6PM from July 14th to 31st(2009-2020)
VS Graph of measured temperature at 6PM from July 14th to 31st(2021)

Figure2. Graph of average July temperature from 2019 to 2020
Figure 3. Shapiro-Wilk Test for average July temperature at 6PM from July 14th to
31st(2009-2020)

Figure4. Shapiro-Wilk Test measured temperature at 6PM from July 14th to 31st(2021)

Figure 5. Levene‟s test

Figure 6. Independent T Test

P-value is 0.033079. The result is significant at p< .05
Figure 7. Effect size

All statistical tests were calculated from Social Science Statistics Calculator

The graph of average temperature at 6PM from July 14th to 31st(2009-2020) VS Graph
of measured temperature at 6PM from July 14th to 31st(2021) is shown in Figure 1.
Independent T-test was chosen to analyse whether there was a significant difference
between the average temperature of 2009-2020 (From July 14th to 31st) and
temperature of 2021(From July 14th to 31st) at 6PM. Similar variation in each condition
is the most essential criteria for a parametric test and this was shown by Levene‟s
test(Figure 5) that the requirement for homogeneity was met. However, the average
temperature of 2009-2020 was not normally distributed(Shown by Shapiro-Wilk Test) in
Figure 3 and so this criteria was violated to some extent. Nevertheless since similar
variation in each condition is the most essential and other three criterias
ie. interval/ratio data, random selection and normal distribution can be violated to some
extent (Bowers 2008), the use of parametric independent T-test was justified. The
results showed that the p-value is 0.033079. The result is significant at p< 0.05 (Figure
6) . This shows that 6PM during 14th to 31st July 2021 is significantly lower than the
average July temperature for the day at 6PM from 2009-2020 .
For the average July temperature, there appears to be a slightly decreasing trend in
Jaipur. 2012-2014 was warmer than average (Figure 2) while 2012-2014 was cooler
than average. However, in the past 11 years in Jaipur, the average July temperature
has not shown any significant increase or decrease as shown by the sudden rise and
fall in temperature. Although the number of years below the trend line is more than the
number of years above the trendline, we are unable to recognise any definite trend.

Discussions
Ross et al. 2018 has documented a pattern consisting of two warming regions over
India, one to the northwest and one to the south and a region of reduced warming with
greatest magnitude in northeastern India but with an extension southwestward into
central India. Despite the IPCC report in 2014 suggested that the warming trend is
observed in Northwest and southern India with the greatest warming in the Northwest
and several studies has shown that global warming is taking place on the planet( IPCC
5th assessment report, NASA;NOAA Global climate change indicators,NASA
GISTEMPv4,HadCRUT Global Temperature Data) the question rises as to why there is
an interruption in the temperature trend in India.
Although the warming trend in Northwestern India is notable (beginning in 1970s and
accelerated in the 2000s and 2010s) and the maximum temperatures observed during
warm pre monsoon season with an accelerating pace particularly in the last two
decades, the pattern in India is interrupted by a broad cooling pattern extending from
northeast to southwestward of the country(Ross et al,2018; Krishnan et al,2002).
Krishnan et al. 2002 has shown that all India surface air temperature from January to
May has shown relative cooling by as much as 0.3◦C from the 1950s onwards when
global effects of greenhouse gases and natural variability has been filtered out from
time series of temperature data. However, the authors in cited study showed that this
cooling effect was not observed during the wet season ie. July to September.
Thus, it is unclear as to whether the explanations for the decreasing trend in the
temperature cited will be relevant to the findings for the trend in July 2021 temperature
at 6PM.
Krishnan et al, 2002 explained that this surface cooling was attributed to anthropogenic
emissions over Asian region that produced a large region of brownish haze over most of
the North Indian ocean and south Asia. The research further explained that the haze
region is composed of aerosol that absorb solar radiation by direct aerosol effect which
could reduce surface insolation by about −10 to −30 W/m2 (cooling effect)
and increasing absorption in the aerosol layer (0 to 3 km) by about 10 to 30W/m2
(warming effect). With regards to cloudiness, radiation balance by increase in
cloudiness through the two aerosol indirect effects has been small compared to the
aerosol direct effect (Norris, J.R 2001). Other studies have also supported this trend.
Satellite observations from MODIS and MISR for the period of 2001-2013 showed an
increasing trend in Aerosol Optical Depth during parts of the year due to increase in
anthropogenic activities(Mehta et al.2015). Moreover, MODIS and MISR data for the
period of 2001-2014 has observed increasing trends in the economically growing
portions of Asian landmass and surrounding oceanic regions(Mehta et al.2016).
Krishnan et al 2002 stated that “the climate system could respond by transporting the
(heat from) absorbed radiation to regions outside the haze layer and thus warm the

surface there. In other words, the region that contributes to the haze will be subject to
surface cooling whereas the regions outside could be warming, thus contributing to
global warming”. Thus, the aerosol cooling effect may provide explanations to the
cooling temperature trend in Jaipur from 2009-2021 as urbanisation, growth of factories
and transportation increases anthropogenic aerosol emissions during the time period.
However, with regards to 6PM July 2021 temperatures(Figure1), the explanation that
anthropogenic aerosol contributed to the decrease in temperature trend in 2021 seems
unlikely. During the COVID-19 lockdown in Mumbai particulate matter(PM) reduced and
oxides of nitrogen and sulfur sharply declined(Chattopadhyay, A., & Shaw, S. 2021).
Moreover, research in other parts of China and India supports that COVID-19 lockdown
policies have led to improvements in air quality by reducing Air Quality Index(AQI) (Bao
& Chang. 2020). Thus air quality would be expected to improve during 2021 in light of
lockdown policies and reduction in transportation would have reduced aerosol levels as
well.
Another possible explanation to the cooling trend in Jaipur is the arrival of early
monsoon season which could explain the significant cooling trend in 6PM
temperature(Figure1). The results of Viswambharan 2018 also showed a contrasting
trend in rainfall over India(in heavy, moderate as well as low rainfall regions) in each
month of the summer season. And the monthly trend is also not uniform in moderate to
low rainfall occurring regions of India. Thus, the variability in rainfall trend and pattern
may have led to a significant cooling effect in July 2021.
It is also noteworthy to consider the random variation in temperature trends from year to
year. Even with a wide range of models, temperature maps and large databases there
are chances that the variation in temperature will be a random occurrence. Hence,
taking into account the random variation in temperature,significant cooling trend in July
temperatures at 6PM in Jaipur(Figure1) or even the trend in average July temperature
in Jaipur from 2009-2021(Figure2) may be simply due to this random variation.
Even though the findings of this study remain inconclusive of the definite trend in
temperature in the city of Jaipur, several pieces of evidence have already demonstrated
that the 2010s is the hottest decade(Fischer, Sippel & Knutti 2021;Gaworecki, Mike.
2020) and the data obtained was within the range of the hottest decade which is a
confirmation that heating in India is continuing as there is no evidence to suggest a
reversal in the trend of rising temperature. And according to the IPCC 5th assessment
report, warming of the climate system is unequivocal. The impacts of climate change
are likely to be a diminishing amount of ice and snow(European Union Climate Action),
reduction in biodiversity(Watts et al.2015) and even adverse impacts on urban
structures(Grimmond 2011). In terms of human health, climate change could lead to
increased prevalence of immunologic diseases and worsening respiratory allergic
disease(Meierrieks,2020). The impacts of climate change on deaths from heat stress in
India(Rohini et al.2016) and reduction in agricultural yield(Soora et al. 2013) as well as
increased in diarrhea (Moors E et al. 2013)and Malaria transmission(Dhiman et al.
2010) has also been well documented.

Future Research
Considering the various factors that influence temperature changes this short-term
study could only demonstrate variations in temperatures that might not necessarily be
reflective of the long term trend. A larger data set and temperature measurements
would allow for more credible findings. In order for this to happen, continuous
measurements must be taken. Continuous data obtained may also help reduce random
variation in individual measurements. Moreover, since climate change is a long term
phenomenon, taking place over many years, documenting temperature over a longer
period of years than what was done in this study may provide greater insights into the
trend in changing temperature of Jaipur.
It is also noteworthy to consider an investigation into the average temperature trend in
other months of the year in Jaipur to find whether there is any definite trend. This would
also give a larger context to the findings in this study about the average July
temperature in Jaipur from 2009 to 2021. Since the cooling trend was not anticipated,
documenting the effects of anthropogenic aerosol on Indian monsoon would also
provide insights into the findings of this study. To test the cooling effect of aerosol
hypothesis, an apparatus that measures aerosol could be used to compare aerosol
variation in air during different days with respect to temperature.

Solutions

Although reductions in atmospheric greenhouse gases ,which contributes to global
warming, can be met by: (1) a shift from fossil fuels to renewable energy; (2) improved
energy efficiency; (3) carbon capture and storage (CCS) at the point of CO2 generation;
and (4) the protection and enhancement of natural carbon sinks(Griscom et al., 2017;
Rockström et al., 2017) there is a need to find solutions that are sustainable long term
and contribute to Sustainable development goals(SDG) of the UN concerning human
health and well-being, climate action and life on land and on water etc.
Nature based solutions(NbS) is one way to address the impacts of climate change on
people. Although most solutions to the impact of climate change on people, built
infrastructure and coastal protections have involved engineering solutions, nature based

solutions can also be used to complement these approaches(Hobbie & Grimm, 2020;
Kapos, Wicander, Salvaterra, Dawkins, & Hicks, 2019; The Royal Society, 2014).
Nature based solutions involve measures such as ecosystem based adaptations,
ecosystem based disaster reduction, green and blue infrastructure and forest
restoration etc (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2016, 2019).Slope vegetation and wetland
protection were reported to be more effective at addressing fresh water flooding than
engineered approaches such as check dams, artificial water water storage alternatives
or buffer tanks(Amini, A., Ghazvinei, P. T., Javan, M., & Saghafian, B. (2014)). Another
advantage of NbS is that they can address multiple sustainable development goals
simultaneously(Chausson et al. 2020).The study by Chausson et al. 2020 supported
that investments in NbS can be beneficial for ecosystems.Chausson et al. 2020 also
observed 91 cases in their study that reported ecological outcomes of nature-based
interventions in addition to effectiveness in reducing a climate impact.Some of the
positive outcomes were increased number of species,functional diversity, or higher plant
and animal productivity(e.g., Barsoum et al., 2016; Biel, Hacker, Ruggiero, Cohn, &
Seabloom, 2017; Liquete,Udias, Conte, Grizzetti, & Masi, 2016)
With regards to ocean solutions, the restoration of coastal vegetation such as salt
marshes, mangroves and seagrasses could enhance carbon sink capacity and help
avoid emissions from existing large carbon stocks (Mcleod et al., 2011; Herr and
Landis, 2016). Fertilisation which involves artificial increase in the primary production of
the ocean and carbon dioxide uptake by phytoplankton in the open ocean could be
achieved by adding soluble iron to surface water where it is currently lacking is an
additional method(Jean-Pierre et al. 2018). Moreover, alkalinisation, which is the
addition of various alkaline substances that consume CO2 or neutralise ocean
acidity(Rau, 2011; Renforth and Henderson, 2017) could be achieved by increasing the
concentration of carbonate or hydroxide ions in surface waters. This would shift the
chemical equilibrium in seawater to increase the oceanic uptake of CO2.
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